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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, global closed form solutions of multi-parameter families of second order linear 
differential equations having at least two singular points on the Riemann sphere C are determined. 
Some of these equations have an arbitrary finite number of regular and/or irregular singular points 
while others have infinitely many isolated singular points which accumulate to a finite number of 
singular points on 6. Therefore, these equations are generalizations of well-known equations of 
mathematical physics including Euler’s equation, the hypergeometric equation and Heun’s 
equation. The monodromy groups of all of these equations are determined. 
In this paper, we study both the global solutions and the monodromy groups 
of multi-parameter families of second order linear differential equations having 
at least two singular points on the Riemann sphere M. Some of these equations 
have an arbitrary finite number of regular and/or irregular singular points on 
M while others have infinitely many isolated singular points which accumulate 
to a unique singular point on M. A classical result [5] states that 
y(z) = e - :~Lfls)yQ) 
transforms the equation 
Y"(z) + Z'(z) Y'(z) + Q(z) Y(z) = 0 
into the equation 
(1) y”(z) + SJ(ZlY(Z) = 0. 
* Research partially supported by a Seton Hall University Research Council stipend. 
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Two linearly independent global solutions to equation (1) are explicitly con- 
structed by first finding a global ratio t(z) of such solutions and then using the 
classical result [l] that y1 (z) = (t’(z)) - “2 and y2(z) = (t’(z)) - 1’2. t(z) are the 
individual solutions. Here, J(z)=B,t(z) where 6, is the Schwarzian derivative 
operator. Therefore, all of the equations in this work have been expressed in 
form (1) for convenience. 
The canonical generators A E Mob (= PL(2, Q) for the monodromy group G 
of each equation (1) on M are obtained by analytically continuing t(z) along a 
canonical set of cross cuts (i.e., closed loops) for the homotopy group of 
M-{sing. pts. of diff. eq.} to give new ratios Aot(z). The abstract groups 
realized as monodromy groups for these constructed classes of equations in- 
clude the dihedral groups D,, of all finite orders, D, = C2 *C2, all Abelian 
groups C, and C/x( Xkm_, C,) for all IEZ+U{ +a}, nz~Z+ and Z2-exten- 
sions of these groups as well as various 2-generator non-Abelian affine groups 
some of which are isomorphic to (4 b)/N where N is the normal closure of the 
second commutator subgroup (a, 6)” of the 2-generator free group (a, b). 
We now give a detailed description of our findings. 
THEOREM 1. The differential equations 
where 
(3) 
n 
hW= c 
rk(z - ak) - bk 
k=l (z - akj2 
with ak, bk, rk E c, rk and bk not both 0 for each k and ai#aj for ad i, j 
E (1, . . . . n) for i+j have regular singular points at all points ak for which 
bk = 0 and rk E C * - { f 1) as well as at ail zeros (including 03) of #I and have 
irregdar Singdar pOintS at all pOintS ak for which bkE c*. Two linearly 
independent global solutions to equations of form (2) are 
yl(z) = [q+(z)] -’ ki, (z - ak) -(rk’2)e-bk’2(z-ak) 
and 
y&)= [q+(z)] -j fi (z-ak)rk’2ebk’2(z-ok). 
k=l 
The abstract groups realized as monodromy groups of equations of form (2) are 
Cl, C/x( Ti C,), IeZ+U{+oo}, mEZ+ 
k=l 
where all of these groups are achieved as rk and n in (3) are varied. 
REMARK 1. If n = 1 and bl =0, then equation (2) is Euler’s equation [2]. If 
n = 2 and b, = b2 = 0, then equation (2) is Heun’s equation [3, Vol. 31. 
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PROOF. The functions 
with &, bk, rk E a=, rk and bk not both 0 for each k and ai#aj for all i, j 
Et1 , . . . , n) for i # j are ratios of linearly independent solutions to the equations 
Y”(Z) + w2t, cw(z) = 0 
where 0, is the Schwarzian derivative operator. Observe that 
I 
G(z) ’ c-1 t1cd = 
t;(Z) (3 t1cd I 
t;(z) ’ c-1 tl(a 
tiCd 
(3 t, (2) 
+ -1 
2 
ti(d 
tl(z) 
= @i(Z) 
( 
-+49(z) ‘4 
@i(Z) 2 
@l(Z) > ( 
G +@l(z) 
1 > 
- @iId 2 @i(Z) 2 
@l(Z) ( > 
- - +m(z))2 
2 @l(Z) 
where 
ti (Z) 
@,(z) = - = 
” rk(z-ak)- bk 
t, cd 
c 
k=l (z-+)2 ’ 
Clearly, 02tl(z) is meromorphic on ‘I? with poles of order two at all points ak 
for which bk = 0 and rk E C * - { + 1) as well as at all zeros (including 03) of & 
and poles of order four at all points ak for which bk E C *. Hence, the singular 
points of Eqs. (2) are as stated in the theorem. Eqs. (2) have linearly inde- 
pendent global solutions (see [ 1 J) 
rl(Z)=(ti(Z))-t=[~~(Z)]-j i (Z--k)-(r,‘2)e-bk’(z-u~) 
k=l 
and 
Y2(z)=(ti(z))-*t,(z)=[~l(z)]-* i (z-ak)r”2eb”(z-ub). 
k=l 
Analytic continuation of t,(z) along simple loops encircling the singularities 
ok (k=l , . . . , n) gives monodromy generators Tak(z) = e2nirkz while analytic 
continuation of tl (z) along simple loops encircling the zeros of g,(z) gives 
trivial monodromy generators. We now show that each monodromy group G 
has at most one generator of finite order. Assume that 
D,(z) = e2ni(r’J)Z, D2(z) = e2ni(K”)z, I, J, K, L E Z* 
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are generators of G having finite order. Define 
Number theory shows that the subgroups of G generated by Di (i = 1,2) and C 
are the same. We conclude that G has at most one generator of finite order. 
Therefore, G is one of the types claimed. All of these types are realized as 
follows: 
(i) If rr = (l/l) for 1 E 2 + and rk = 1 for k = 2, . . . , n, then e2’+l is a primi- 
tive Ith root of unity, Ti, = id, Tak = id for all k = 2, . . . , n and consequently 
G=C,. 
(ii) If the numbers 2nirk (k = 1, . . . . n = m) are algebraic and linearly inde- 
pendent over Q, then the Lindemann-Weierstrass Theorem [9] implies that the 
numbers e2nirk (k= 1 , . . . . n = m) are algebraically independent over Q and 
consequently the generators TUk (k = 1, . . . , n =m) satisfy no relation. Hence, 
G= X;=, C,. 
(iii) If ri=(l/l) (IEZ+) and if the numbers 2&k (k=2,...,n=m+l) are 
algebraic and linearly independent over Q, then TL, = id and the generators 
TO, (k=2, . . . . n = m + 1) satisfy no relation. Hence, G = Clx ( X r=, C,). 
Therefore, all of the groups listed will result as rk and n are varied. 11 
THEOREM 2. The differential equations 
x (h’(w))2 + b2h(w) y(w) = 0, 
where $J, is as in (3), z = h(w) is a meromorphic function on C satisfying the 
condition that the functions h(w) - ak (k = 1, . . . , n) have at most simple poles 
and/or simple zeros which accumulate uniquely to w = 00 and 0, is the Schwar- 
zian derivative operator, have regular singular points at all points w for which 
h(w)=ak, bk=O and rkEc*- { f l} orfor which f#~~(h(w))=O and h(w)#oo or 
for which h(w) is locally branched, have irregular singular points at all w for 
which h(w) = ak and b,#O or for which h(w) = 03 and have the unique accu- 
mulation singularity w = 03 of the above-mentioned singular points. Two 
linearly independent global solutions to equations of form (4) are 
y,(w)=[~#~,(h(w))]-*(h’(w))-* j, (h(w)-ak)-(rk’2)e-b~‘2(h(w)-a~) 
and 
y*(W)= [@,(h(w))]-*(h’(w))-+ jI (h(w)-ak)rk’2eb~‘2(h@‘-a~). 
The monodromy groups of equations of form (4) include all of the abstract 
groups realized as monodromy groups in Theorem 1. 
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PROOF. The functions t,(h(w)) where h(w) is as specified in the theorem are 
ratios of linearly independent solutions to the equations 
Y”(W) + 3[~2~,ueWY(~) = 0. 
Using the composition law for Schwarzian derivatives [4], we see that 
~2~l(~(w))=~2~l(z)l,=h(w)‘(~‘(W))2+e2~(W) 
WW2 + &h(w). 
The assumptions made on h in the theorem imply that 19,t,(h(w)) is mero- 
morphic on C and has poles of order two at all points w for which h(w) = ak, 
bk = 0 and rk E C * - { f l} or for which @r (h(w)) = 0 and h(w) # 00 or for which 
h(w) is locally branched, has poles of order four at all w for which h(w) = ak 
and bk # 0 and has poles of order six at all w for which h(w) = 00 while w = 00 
is the only accumulation singular point of the above-mentioned singular points. 
Thus, the singular points of Eqs. (4) are as stated in the theorem. Eqs. (4) have 
linearly independent global solutions 
YI(W) = W, (h(w)))‘) -j 
and 
= [&(h(w))]-+(h’(w))-* j, (h(w)-a,)-(r,‘2)e-bk’2(h(w)-o,) 
Ye = (01 (h(w)))‘) -+ - t, (h(w)) 
= [&(h(w))] -*(h’(w))-+ j, (h(w)-ak)‘~‘2eb~‘2(h@‘)-a~) 
The monodromy groups of Eqs. (4) are subgroups of the monodromy groups 
of Eqs. (2) in Theorem 1 (see [6]). The monodromy generators for Eqs. (4) 
include all of the generators Ta, (k = 1, . . . , n) for Eqs. (2) since simple loops 
encircling the singular points w for which h(w) = ak are mapped by h to simple 
loops encircling z = ak (k = 1, . . . , n). Consequently, all of the groups listed as 
monodromy groups for Eqs. (2) of Theorem 1 are realized as monodromy 
groups of Eqs. (4). 11 
THEOREM 3. The hypergeometric differential equations [3, Vol. l] 
(5) y”(z) + a L 
U-r2)z2-2(1+r)bz+b2 Y(E)=O, 
z2(z - bJ2 1 b rEc* , 
have linearly independent global solutions 
Y1@= z 
l/2 
(z - b)r’2 
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and 
- dz” 
The monodromy group of each equation of form (5) is 
(i) (T,,T,; T,SA=SAT, for all AEZ’ where SA=T~oT,oT~“) 
iff e2nir is transcendental over Q, 
(ii) (T,,T2; T,SA=SAT,foralllEZ’ whereSA=T~oT,oT~“, 
R(S*,LEZ+)=id) 
iff e2nir is algebraic over Q but is not a ruot of unity, 
(iii) (T,,T,; T,SA=SAT, foraNIE{l,...,K-1) whereSA=T~oT,oT~‘, 
R(SA,IZ~{l,..., K- l})=id, Tf=id) 
iff e2nir is a primitive Kth root of unity (K> 1) or 
(iv) C, or C, X C, 
iff e2nir = 1. 
REMARK 2. If 2xr, r E c *, is algebraic over Q, then the corresponding mono- 
dromy groups of equations of form (5) are of type (i) and hence are isomorphic. 
PROOF. The functions 
t(z)= j (z’-b)‘&‘, b,rEQ=* 
z’ 
have Schwarzian derivatives 
@2tk) = + 
(I-r2)z2-2(1+r)bz+b2 
z2(z - b)2 I* 
Therefore, the differential equations 
Y”(Z) + 3[~2t(zu(z) = 0 
are of form (5) and have ratios of linearly independent solutions t(z). Hence, 
two linearly independent global solutions of Eqs. (5) are 
Yl(Z) = ww+ = ,‘b”,- 
and 
Y2(z)=(t’(z))-f.t(Z)= (z4;r,2 I ’ (Z’Z’b)r dz’. 
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Analytic continuation of t(z) along simple loops ll,-, and /ib encircling the 
singularities 0 and b respectively of Eqs. (5) gives monodromy generators 
r T&v)=w+(-b)’ 
I 
Tb(w)=etnirw++, K= j 
Ab 
respectively. The monodromy groups G generated by Fe and Fb are conjugate 
in Mob and isomorphic to the groups generated by 
1 
T,(w)=w+l 
T2(w) = e2nirw 
A proof that the groups generated by Tt and T2 have presentations [S] as 
stated in the theorem can be found in [7]. 11 
THEOREM 4. The differential equations 
(6) 
where z = h(w) is a meromorphic function on C satisfying the condition that 
h(w) and h(w) - b have at most simple zeros and/or poles which accumulate 
uniquely to w = 00 and 0, is the Schwarzian derivative operator have regular 
singular points at all w for which h(w) = 0, b, 00 or h(w) is locally branched and 
have the unique accumulation singularity w= 00 of the above-mentioned 
singular points. Two linearly independent global solutions to equations of form 
(6) are 
W(w)) 1’2 
Yl(W) = (h(w) _ b)‘,2 (h’(w)) -+ 
VW)“2 
y2(w) = (h(w) _ @r/2 (h’(w)) -+ h(j) 7 dz’. 
The monodromy groups of equations of form (6) include all of the abstract 
groups realized as monodromy groups in Theorem 3 with the same classifi- 
cation dependence on r. 
PROOF. The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 
2. II 
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All of the monodromy groups realized in Theorems l-4 are either Abelian 
or non-Abelian affine groups. We now show in Theorems 5-7 that non-affine 
Z,-extensions of Abelian affine groups can also be realized as monodromy 
groups for certain classes of equations. 
THEOREM 5. The differential equations 
l-n2 2 2n-2 
r”(z)+ - 
Z2n-2 (r2 + 2)nY” -2 
(7) 
i 
[ 4z2 
+i% (zn-an)2 +’ (f-bn)2 - 16(z”-a”)(z”-b”) 1 
xy(z)=O, a,b,rEC*, Jal>lb(, nEZ* 
with regular singular points at z = ae2kni’n, z = beskniin (k = 0, 1, . . . , n - l), z = 00 
and z = 0 if n > 1 have two linearly independent global solutions 
y,(z) = ((z” - a’%” - b’)) 1’4 
Z(n - I)/2 ((z” - a”)* + (z” - b”)j) -@/2) 
and 
y2(z) = Uz” - a%” - bnN”4 
Z(n - I)/2 ((z” - a”)* + (z” - b”)i)r’2. 
The monodromy groups of equations of form (7) are given by 
(i) DZhrifr=(k/N), NEZ+, kE{+1,+3 ,... } and(jkl,N)=l, 
(ii) D,,, if r=(k/N), NEZ+, ke{ +2, +4, . ..} and (lkl, N)= 1 or 
(iii) D,=C2*C2 ifrc(C-Q)U{O). 
REMARK 3. If n = 1, then equation (7) is the hypergeometric equation. 
PROOF. The functions 
t(z) = ((z” - a”)* + (z” - b”)j)’ 
have Schwarzian derivatives 
l-n2 
e2w = 2z2 +$ 
z2n-2 z2n-2 (r2 + 2)n2z2”-2 
(f - an)2 + $ (f - bn)2 - 8(zn - an)(zn - b”) ’ 
Consequently, the differential equations 
Y"(z)+~[~2t(z)lY(z)=O 
are of form (7), have singularities as specified and have ratios of linearly 
independent solutions t(z). Thus, two linearly independent global solutions of 
Eqs. (7) are 
A(Z) = 
P 
y (f(z)) -+ 
= ((z” - a”)(z” - bn))1’4 
Z(n - 1)/2 ((z”-aa”)t+(z”-bb”)f)-(‘/2) 
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and - 
Y2(2) = 
li 
; (f(z)) -%z) 
= ((z” - a”)(z” - b”)) 1’4 
z(” - 1)/Z 
((2” -a”)+ + (z” - bn)y2. 
Analytic continuation of t(z) along simple loops encircling the singularities 
ae2kni/n (k = 1 , . . . . n) and bezkni’* (k= 1 , . . . , n) gives monodromy generators 
; 
e(2m, + 1)nir 
T(,I,k,(z) = 9 mk E z z 
e2ngrir 
T(b,&)= z 3 nkEZ 
respectively while analytic continuation of t(z) along a simple loop encircling 
z = 0 gives the trivial monodromy generator. Observe that analytic continuation 
of t(z) along a simple loop encircling both a and b and no other singular points 
gives monodromy element T,(z) = e”“z. Therefore, each monodromy group G 
is generated by 
T,(z) = eKirz 
T2(z) = T; 2mk- l(Z) o T(,&Z) = +. 
At this point, the proof splits naturally into three cases depending on the 
value of r. 
Case 1. r=(k/N), NEZ+, kE{+l, +3,...} and (lkl,N)=l: Clearly, 
Ti = id and T2 Tl T2 = T; ‘. Also, TFN = id where elementary calculations using 
the oddness of k show that no lower positive power of Tl is the identity. 
Therefore, G = &. Hence, (i) has been verified. 
Case 2. r=(k/N), NEZ+, ke{ +2, *4,...} and (IkJ, N)=l: As above, 
Tz = id and T2 T, T2 = T; ‘. However, Ty = id where elementary calculations 
using the evenness of k show that no lower positive power of Tl is the identity. 
Therefore, G = DN. Hence, (ii) has been verified. 
Case 3. r E C - Q: Here, Ti = id and T2 Tl T2 = T; ’ are the only relations. 
Therefore, G = D, = C2 *C,. Hence, (iii) has been verified. 11 
THEOREM 6. The differential equations 
where 
@2(z)= i 
rkak 
!f=l <z-a;)/? 
ak7 rk 6 c *, a” + aj2 for all 
i,jE{l,..., n} for i#j 
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have coefficients which are single-valued on c and have regular singular points 
at z=O, at z=ai (k=l , . . . , n) provided that rk E C * - { + l} and at ah zeros 
(including 00) of &. Two linearly independent global solutions to equations of 
form (8) are 
k=l 
and 
The monodromy groups of equations of form (8) include all of the abstract 
groups 
(A, Bi (i= 1, . . . . m); A2=l, BjBk=BkBj for ah 
j,k=l,..., m, j<k, 
ABi=Bc’A for all i=l,...,m) for all mcZ+ 
and 
(A, Bi (i= 1, . . . . m); A2= 1, Bk=l, BjBk=BkBj for ah 
j,k=l,..., m, j<k, 
ABi=Bi’A for all i=l,...,m) for all m,lEZs 
as rk and n are varied. 
REMARK 4. If n = 1, then equation (8) is the hypergeometric equation. 
PROOF. The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1. 
However, Eqs. (8) have ratios of linearly independent solutions given by 
k=l 
i,jE{l,..., n} for i+j 
and have coefficients which are single-valued since I$;/@~, &/qj2 and (#2)2 are 
rational functions of z. Furthermore, Eqs. (8) have monodromy generators 
T,;(z) = e2’%, (k = 1, . . . , n) 
corresponding to simple loops encircling z = ai (k = 1, . . . , n) and have mono- 
dromy generator 
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corresponding to a simple loop encircling z = 0. The subgroups H of the mono- 
dromy groups G generated by TG: (k = 1, . . . , n) include all of the groups listed 
in Theorem 1 as rk and n are varied. Hence, the presentations of H are 
(B, (i= 1 ,..., mm); BjBk=BkBjfOrailj,k=l,..., m, j<k) 
or 
(B, (i= 1, . . . . msn); Bfn= 1, BjBk=BkBj for all 
j,k=l,..., m, j<k. 
The groups G are generated by H and the generator A = T,, and have minimal 
sets of additional relations given by A 2 = 1 and A Bi = Bi- ‘A for all i = 1, . . . , m. 
Thus, the groups G include all of the abstract groups listed in the theorem. )I 
THEOREM 7. The differential equations 
(9) Y”(Z) + 3t~2wlu(z) = 0 
with 
ak, rk E c *, a; #a; for ali 
i, jE{l,..., n} for i#j, 
where 0, is the Schwarzian derivative operator and where h(w) is a mero- 
morphic function on @ having only simple poles and/or simple zeros which 
accumulate uniquely to w= 03 and h(w) satisfies the condition that h( +ak) 
# 0, 00 for all k, have single-valued coefficients on 6 and have regular singular 
points at some or all z such that h(fi+ ak) = 0, m, at z = 0, at all z for which 
t(z) is locally meromorphic and branched and have unique accumulation singu- 
larity z = 00 of the above-mentioned singular points. Two linearly independent 
global solutions to equations of form (9) are 
YlM = 
h’(fi-ak) h’(fi-t ak) 
h(fi--0,) - h(fi+a,) 1 
and 
h’(fi-ak) h’(fi+ ak) 
h(fi-a,) - h(fi+ ak) 1 
The monodromy groups of equations of form (9) include all of the abstract 
groups realized as monodromy groups in Theorem 6 as rk and n are varied. 
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PROOF. The singularities and solutions of Eqs. (9) are easily verified to be as 
stated in the theorem. The monodromy groups G of Eqs. (9) are generated by 
k=l 
and 
T&z) = e 2”irkz for k= 1, . . ..n. 
Consequently, 19~t(z) is single-valued on C. Furthermore, the monodromy 
groups G include all of the groups appearing in Theorem 6 as r, and n are 
varied. 11 
REMARK 5. It is clear that by altering the maps h(w) in Theorems 2, 4 and 7 
we can obtain differential equations with the same monodromy groups but 
having arbitrarily many accumulation singular points. 
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